Wann wird’s mal wieder richtig Sommer
(City of New Orleans - Steve Goodman)

RELEASED: August 25, 2011
Version: 1.4

CHOREO: Nicolette & Stefan Burger, Frankenstr. 21 b, 67227 Frankenthal, +49 6233 1258779
http://www.uer.eu stefan.burger@ecta.de

MUSIC: Dance: Wann wird’s mal wieder richtig Sommer
Download: www.karaoke-version.de, Artist: Rudi Carrell

FOOTWORK: Opposite unless noted  Time : 4:20
RHYTHM: 2step Phase II - Teaching Level B


Intro: (Bfly / Wall)
Wait ;;

Part A:
2 sd 2 steps ;; circle away 2 two steps ;; strut together in 4 (with finger snaps) ;; 2 sd 2 steps ;;
side draw close (SCP) ; fwd lk fwd twice ;;

Part B:
2 forward 2 steps ;; walk & popup ; prog. scissors to SCAR & to Bjo ;; forward hitch ;
hitch & sissors to (SCP) ; 2 forward 2 steps ;;
strut 2 ; walk & face (Bfly) ; scissors thru both ways ;; twirl 2 (fc) ;
back away two step & together two step (SCP) ;;

Part C:
2 forward 2 steps (fc) ;; broken box ;;;; face to face ; back to back ;
basketball turn ;; open vine 4 (SCP) ;; 2 forward 2 steps ;; 2 turning 2 steps ;;

Part D:
lace up (all people sing) (OP) ;;;; double hitch (fc) ;; open vine 4 ;; walk & face ;
left turning box (no hands / with finger snaps) (SCP) ;;;; 2 forward 2 steps (fc) ;;

Bridge:
side draw close (SCP) ; fwd lk fwd twice ;;

Part D (mod):
lace up (all people sing) (OP) ;;;; double hitch (fc) ;; open vine 4 ;
circle away & together (Wall) ;; left turning box (no hands / with finger snaps) (SCP) ;;;;
2 forward 2 steps ;; (*short version → fade out)

End:
twirl vine 3 ; point to LOD ,

Note:
* Short version ends after Part D (mod) with fade out. (Time 2:42)
This song was performed by Rudi Carrell (1934 - 2006), a dutch entertainer, who was very successful in german television.
It’s a german version of City of New Orleans by Steve Goodman.